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Industry Terms and Definitions  

Available Rooms  
Count of hotel rooms available for sale during a given date range.  

Occupied Rooms  
Room Nights or the count of hotel rooms booked and paid for during a given date range (includes 
comp rooms).  

Chain Scales  
Segments by which branded hotels are grouped based on average room rates. Independent hotels 
are included as a separate chain scale category. The chain scale segments are luxury, upper 
upscale, upscale, upper midscale, midscale, economy, and independent.  

Bookings Costs 
Made up of Channel and Transaction Fees, Retail Commissions, Wholesale Commissions, 
Amenity Costs, and Loyalty Fees (as charged by hotel brands for qualified stays of loyalty guests). 

Total Customer Acquisition Costs 
Made up of Channel and Transaction Fees, Retail Commissions, Wholesale Commissions, 
Amenity Costs, Loyalty Fees and Sales and Marketing Expense. 
 

Revenue Metrics  

Guest Paid Revenue  
The amount of revenue a guest pays for a booking, whether they pay the hotel directly or a third 
party. This includes the portion the hotel keeps plus the wholesale commission paid directly to a 
third party such as a traditional wholesaler or OTA (merchant model or opaque). 

Guest Paid ADR  
Guest Paid Revenue divided by Occupied Rooms. Guest Paid ADR tracks revenue that the guest 
actually paid. 

Guest Paid RevPAR  
Guest Paid Revenue divided by Available Rooms.  

Hotel Collected Revenue  
The amount of revenue a hotel collects and records in their financial statement. Hotel Collected 
Revenue does not account for wholesale commissions, whether it’s a traditional wholesaler or a 
merchant model or Opaque OTA. 

Hotel Collected ADR  
Hotel Collected Revenue divided by Occupied Rooms. Hotel Collected ADR tracks the revenue 
earned only on the portion collected directly by the hotel so excludes any wholesale commissions 
paid to third party wholesalers. 



Hotel Collected RevPAR  
Hotel Collected Revenue divided by Available Rooms. Hotel Collected RevPAR tracks the revenue 
earned only on the portion collected directly by the hotel so excludes any wholesale commissions 
paid to third party wholesalers. 
. 

COPE Revenue  
(COPE=Contribution to Operating Profit and Expenses) 

The amount of revenue after booking costs are deducted from Guest Paid Revenue. These costs 
include channel and transaction fees, retail and wholesale commissions, loyalty fees, and amenity 
costs (luxury hotels only). COPE Revenue does not account for Sales and Marketing expenses. 

COPE ADR  
COPE Revenue divided by Occupied Rooms. COPE ADR tracks the revenue earned on what the 
guest pays minus all booking costs. 

COPE RevPAR  
COPE Revenue divided by Available Rooms. COPE RevPAR tracks the revenue earned on what 
the guest pays minus all booking costs. 

Net Revenue  
Guest paid revenue earned net of all booking costs (channel and transaction fees, retail and 
wholesale commissions, loyalty fees, amenity costs (luxury hotels only) and Sales & Marketing 
expense.  

Net ADR  
Net Revenue divided by Occupied Rooms. Net ADR tracks Guest Paid revenue minus all booking 
costs and Sales and Marketing expenses. 

Net RevPAR  
Net Revenue divided by Available Rooms. Net RevPAR tracks Guest Paid revenue minus all 
booking costs and Sales and Marketing expenses. 
 

Capturable Revenue 
The total amount of revenue in the market that matches up to the business in the subject property 
and is therefore potentially available to pursue. This can be expressed as Guest Paid, Hotel 
Collected, or COPE Revenue.  

Optimal Revenue 
The total amount of revenue that the subject property could have earned if it had performed to its 
optimal market share. This can be expressed as Guest Paid, Hotel Collected, or COPE Revenue. 

Kalibri Labs Metrics 

COPE %  
The proportion of Guest Paid revenue kept by a hotel after all booking costs have been deducted. 
COPE % is COPE Revenue divided by Guest Paid Revenue. COPE % does not account for any 



Sales and Marketing Expenses. 

Direct Booking Channels (i.e., direct to hotel) 
Brand.com, Voice, and Property Direct. 

Indirect Booking Channels (i.e., booked through third parties) 
Global Distribution Systems (GDS), Online Travel Agencies (OTA), and FIT/wholesaler. 

Revenue Capture % 
The proportion of revenue generated net of all costs of acquisition. Revenue Capture % is 
calculated by dividing Net Revenue by Guest Paid Revenue. Revenue Capture accounts for 
revenue earned after removing total booking costs + Sales and Marketing Spend.  

Opportunity (Oppty) Total 
The difference in revenue between a subject hotel’s actual and it’s optimal performance. 

Capturable Market Share 
The percent of Capturable Revenue that a subject hotel can achieve based on a matching 
algorithm that examines transactions by proximity of recipient hotel and demand curve that finds 
a sufficient correlation to bookings in the subject hotel. This can be calculated for the hotel’s actual 
revenue, optimal revenue, or the difference between those two revenues. The number can be 
expressed as Guest Paid Revenue, Hotel Collected Revenue, or COPE Revenue.  

Optimal Business Mix (OBM) Analysis 
Based on Kalibri Labs’ proprietary algorithm. The algorithm systematically evaluates all business 
in the subject hotel’s market that could be a fit (capturable market share), considering the impact 
of displacement and costs of acquisition. This process generates a day by day map of the rate 
category and channel mix that would optimize RevPAR net of booking costs at the subject hotel. 
The results of the OBM are then updated on a monthly basis in the HummingbirdPXM digital platform 
in the Optimization Overview Module. 

Cost Categories  

 Total Booking Expenses (total booking costs) 
Total Booking Expenses include all acquisition costs that can be attributed directly to an individual 
booking.  

Total Expenses (total customer acquisition costs) 
Total Expenses include Total Booking Expenses + Sales and Marketing Expenses. 

Channel Expense  
Channel Expenses include costs to connect to a specific channel. Kalibri Labs tracks channel costs 
for Brand.com, OTA, GDS, Voice, and Property Direct bookings. Costs can be applied as a flat fee 
and/or a percentage of the booking revenue.  

Retail Commissions  
The commission expenses paid to retail travel agencies, hotel-collect OTAs, and meta-search 
referral commissions.  



Wholesale Commissions  
The commission expenses taken by net/merchant, opaque, or wholesale third parties before a net 
rate is remitted to the hotel.  

Amenity Expenses  
The cost of contracted amenities for luxury consortia travel agency bookings, which can include 
dining credits, spa credits, welcome amenities, beverage credits or other amenities. Costs reflect 
the actual cost to the hotel to provide the amenity, including breakage (not the retail price of the 
amenity). Costs can be per stay (e.g. welcome amenity), per night (e.g. dining credit) or per guest 
(e.g. daily breakfast for two). 

Loyalty Expense 
The costs incurred by the hotel for eligible loyalty member stays including the cost of loyalty points, 
loyalty amenities, and loyalty services.  

Sales and Marketing Expense  
Sales and Marketing Expense includes the sales and marketing costs that would appear on a profit 
and loss statement as defined by Uniform Systems of Accounts for Lodging (USALI). That includes 
payroll, payroll related, advertising and media, and above property allocations such as franchise 
fees. 
Since Sales and Marketing Expenses are diffused across multiple channels and are not associated 
with a specific reservation, they are not applied against any specific booking channel in the Kalibri 
Labs metrics. Sales and Marketing Expenses are deducted from COPE Revenue to derive the Net 
Revenue metric.  

Kalibri Labs Data Categories 

Rate Category  
Kalibri Labs assigns each booking to a specific Rate Category which defines the highest level of 
detail provided about a given booking.  

RACK/BAR 
Transient rack rates, best available rates (BAR), and flexible rates. Also includes long term stay 
rates but does not include contract or crew rooms (see Contract/Crew). 

PROMOTION 
Transient rates indicating a discount, a limited time promotion or a sale. Also includes fenced rates 
available only to hotel loyalty program members (book direct campaign rates) and rates where 
participation in the loyalty program is a condition of the promotional rate (loyalty member 
promotions). Loyalty program references apply only to the hotel loyalty program (does not apply 
to airline, credit card, or other loyalty programs). 

PACKAGES 
Transient rates that include an additional element offered by the hotel other than the room itself 
(e.g. bed and breakfast, spa package, parking package, etc.). This does not include wholesale 
rates that are bundled with air, car or other services external to the hotel. 

AAA 
Transient rates that provide a discount for members of an Auto Club, AAA, Motor Club, CAA, etc. 



SENIOR/AARP 
Transient rates that provide a discount for seniors or AARP members. 

ADV. PURCHASE 
Transient rates specifically labeled as advance purchase. Note that this rate category does not 
automatically include non-refundable rates. 

CONSORTIA 
Transient rates that are offered by large travel agencies like AMEX or BCD to many smaller 
accounts that are not large enough to qualify for a volume corporate deal; this may also include 
rates specific to luxury consortia like Virtuoso, Amex FHR, Signature, etc. 

GOVERNMENT 
Transient government or military rates for government entities that may be state, federal or 
international agencies including consulates, embassies and may include qualified contractors 
working on behalf of government/military agencies or departments. 

CORPORATE 
Transient rates specific to corporate bookings that may or may not be booked by a travel agency. 
Most often these rates are booked by a large agency or consortia like AMEX, BCD or Carlson 
Wagonlit. This segment can include commissionable or net-rated non-commissionable bookings 
and may be booked through GDS, Brand.com, Voice or Property Direct. 

CONTRACT 
Includes rates that are contracted on a long-term basis with companies such as airlines for crew 
members. Also includes permanent rooms used for condominiums, apartments, and long term 
business projects. 

OTA - NET/MERCHANT 
Rates specific to net or merchant model Online Travel Agencies. Merchant model or Net OTA 
bookings are booked by a guest on the OTA site and paid upon booking; the OTA submits an 
agreed portion of the paid rate to the hotel and keeps the difference as their commission. 

OTA - RETAIL 
Rates specific to retail or hotel-collect model Online Travel Agencies. The guest books on the OTA 
site but pays at the hotel upon departure; the hotel then submits a commission payment to the 
OTA after the stay.  

OTA - OPAQUE 
Rates specific to opaque model Online Travel Agencies. The guest pays upon booking and the 
OTA submits an agreed portion of the paid rate to the hotel and keeps the difference as their 
commission just like the OTA Merchant model. 

OTHER 
Transient rates that have been categorized without a rate category or that fall outside any of the 
major rate categories listed above. 

INTERNAL – EMPLOYEE, FRIENDS & FAMILY 
Special rates limited to employees of the hotel/brand/management company or owners. Also 
includes special discounted rates provided to friends and family of someone working in the Travel 
Industry. 



INTERNAL - COMPLIMENTARY/HOUSE 
Rates marked as complimentary, having no charge to the guest or House Use rates used for 
internal employees, manager on duty, or other special purposes on a short-term basis. Also 
includes Barter rates that are exchanged for various forms of goodwill like media coverage. 

INTERNAL - LOYALTY 
Rates indicating that a redemption is being made through the hotel loyalty program (does not apply 
to airline, credit card, or other loyalty programs). Rates for these bookings are not usually adjusted 
to compensate for sold out nights or caps on loyalty redemption bookings as those adjustments 
are often made post-checkout. 

INTERNAL - OTHER 
Day Use rooms and any other internal discount rates not otherwise classified. 

Channel 
Kalibri Labs tracks traditional channels but isolates Group, FIT/Wholesaler and Internal Discount 
business as separate, individual channels or sources of business in order to keep the conventional 
channels more accurate for benchmarking within the industry. Direct Channels are Brand.com, 
Property Direct and Voice. Indirect Channels are GDS, OTA and FIT/Wholesaler. Group and FIT, 
which are often booked through direct channels, are kept separate so the direct channels represent 
only transient rate categories. 

BRAND.COM 
Transient bookings made through the brand booking engine including any direct digital channel, 
which can include the hotel website, mobile app, social networks, click-to-chat, and other websites 
that refer guests to the brand booking engine. 

PROPERTY 
Transient bookings made with the property directly. Typically includes walk-ins, reservations made 
with the front desk, contract/crew bookings. This does not include groups/meetings, rooming lists 
or other sources that are tracked separately. 

VOICE 
Transient bookings made through a call center or central reservations office. 

GDS 
Bookings made through the Global Distribution System. 

OTA 
Bookings originating in any of the OTA booking engines through an OTA direct connect. This 
channel also includes any OTA bookings that are powered by a GDS.  

FIT 
Transient bookings made by wholesalers or tour operators, regardless of the booking channel. 

INTERNAL DISCOUNT 
Bookings that are highly discounted and available primarily for internal use or at a low or zero-
revenue, such as House Use, Complimentary, and Loyalty Rewards Redemption bookings, 
regardless of the booking channel. Internal Discount bookings are separated from other Channels 
so that the ADR for other channels is not diluted by the low or zero-revenue Internal Discount 



bookings. 

GROUP 
Bookings from Group market segments, regardless of the booking channel. 


